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UNDERSTAND THE CHAKRAS  
FRONT AND BACK ASPECTS 

RELATION TO OTHERS VS. RELATION TO SELF 
 
The body energetically is divided in many ways:  

1. Your Energy body is divided into 12 energy centers, Body, Sensations, uniqueness, relationships, 
communication, mind, spiritual connection, physical purpose, spiritual purpose, awakening, vision, soul.   

2. The Energy Body is Divided Lower Self, Higher Self, Soul Self: Lower 3 chakras representing our 
isolated narcissistic survival needs, the higher 3 chakras representing our higher spiritual purpose and 
the heart represents the Soul self that allows the two opposing forces to become one.   

3. The energy body is divided right to left. The right side representing your masculine, rational, belief 
based self, oriented to doing/giving.  The left side representing your feminine, intuitive, receptive and 
emotional self, oriented to receiving.   Each chakra is also divided left and right and find a balance 
between masculine and feminine.   

4. The energy body is also divided into front and back.  The front aspect of the chakras brings that 
dimension of your life into relationships and objects.  The back aspects of the chakras are how you use 
that dimension to energize your will to support yourself in staying the path of your purpose as an 
individual.    

 
THIS IS A SHORT SUMMARY OF WHAT FRONT AND BACK ASPECT MEAN  

CHAKRA ONE/ FRONT AND BACK- front and back are divided in the chakra through the entire 
physical body.  
FRONT HALF- Family.  All sensations on the front of the body. Has to do with your solid presence in 
family life relationships.  Each body part from the chart in the back of your student book will have the 
purpose of bringing you more into relationships when felt from the front of the body.  
BACK HALF- Body. All sensations on the back of the body.  Has to do with how you support yourself in 
deserving to have a good life and taking your place in the world of people.   
COMMON ISSUES- Anxiety, hoarding, dissociation, Muscle, bone, ligaments, and skin disorders, eating 
disorder, colon, frequent illness, chronic and auto-immune illnesses, anxiety, security issues, primal trust, 
right to have and be here, Demon- Fear 

 
CHAKRA TWO/FRONT AND BACK- Front and back have two separate spinning vortexes representing 
the duality between self and others.  
CHAKRA TWO/FRONT -  Passion in relationships. Unconscious creative force.  How you wrestle with 
people to get your needs met, pleasure, attention and resources.  Feelings and emotions in relationship.   
CHAKRA TWO/BACK -Using your will to get what you want.  Sex, power, money to influence others 
for you needs.  Control, invasion, emotional manipulation. Passion and enthusiasm for living life. 
COMMON ISSUES- Addictions, emotional eating, rigidity, aggression, chronic pain, physical abuse, guilt, 
water elements in the body, lower back pain, inflexibility, colon, letting go, codependency 

 
CHAKRA THREE/ FRONT AND BACK -  Front and back have two separate spinning vortexes 
representing the duality between self and others. 
CHAKRA THREE/FRONT- Ego identity you show the world, self-expression, vibrancy, sharing your 
unique self with others, servant of purpose 
CHAKRA 3/ BACK – Taking care of the self physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. The 
primary will center to take action in life on your purpose. Your energy and strength to take action. Where 
you exert your power to lead.    
COMMON CHAKRA 3 ISSUES- Low self-esteem, shame, hiding, wrong profile- being who you are 
supposed to be, servant of vows, victim mentality, passive aggressive, dominating, power hungry, type-A, 
Digestive disorders, depression/self-hatred, chronic fatigue, auto-immune system 
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CHAKRA FOUR/ FRONT AND BACK - Front and back have two separate spinning vortexes 
representing the duality between self and others. 
CHAKRA FOUR FRONT- Love Relationships, finding balance, giving and receiving love in 
relationship, the doorway to soulmates and soul love, being “in” love, intimacy  
CHAKRA FOUR BACK- Your view of the world, trust, protecting yourself and those you love,  “Life is 
hard”, “people are bad,”  “the world is a loving place,” safe to open your heart, forgiveness, power of love 
and healing  
CHAKRA FOUR COMMON ISSUES- Giving love not receiving, overly sacrificing, grief, Self-
Criticism, anti-social, withdrawn, cold, critical, intolerant of others and self, isolation, clinging, jealousy, 
narcissism, fear of relationships, heart, lung, breast and hand diseases.    

 
CHAKRA 5/ FRONT AND BACK - Front and back have two separate spinning vortexes representing the 
duality between self and others. 
CHAKRA 5 FRONT- Conscious creative force, communication in relationships, in the world, plants 
seeds in the minds of others, speaking your hearts truth, singing/chanting, purification through speaking 
deep truth, voice resonance  
CHAKRA 5 BACK- Your job, career, Your Big Why, your will to create yourself and your place on the 
planet, competitive center with others, “I am better than you,” your inner voice, strength of voice in the 
world  
CHAKRA 5 ISSUES- Lies, manipulation, telling stories, choking, mouth shut, complaining, not taking 
responsibility, shy, dominant voice no listening tone deaf, no rhythm, gossip, can’t ask for help.  Throat, 
ears, voice, neck diseases.   

 
 

CHAKRA 6/ FRONT AND BACK - Front and back have two separate spinning vortexes representing the 
duality between self and others.  
CHAKRA 6 FRONT Seeing your place in the world, mental process, cognitions, pattern recognition, 
archetypal symbolic vision, understands and integrates complex systems. 
CHAKRA 6 BACK Mental executive center, have a clear vision, carry out ideas in a practical way, 
dreams into reality, able to stay focused on a task, psychic intuitive function is a skill 
CHAKRA 6 ISSUES- Projection, delusion, Poor vision and memory, head aches vision problems, 
difficulty seeing the future and alternatives, denial, stubborn, stuck in life, hallucinations, delusions, 
obsessions, nightmares.  

 
 

CHAKRA 7/ FRONT AND BACK - front and back are divided in the seventh chakra. The front half sees 
the divinity and light of god in all form.  The back experiences the non-form intentional levels of the life 
purpose, the soul and the quantum field that all form arises from.  Simultaneously holding the meaning of 
form and non-form, light and dark creative force.  
CHAKRA 7 FRONT HALF-  Consciousness, brilliance, see chakras and energy field, Faith, direct 
awareness that spirit soul and purpose exist, sees the soul light that imbues all form with life.   Sees the 
mystery of life. Universal knowing, intuition, psychic, and wisdom. Beyond the integrative 6th chakra, 
synthesizes information and reality to create a new reality in every moment. 
CHAKRA 7 BACK HALF- Spiritual Creative force, more connected to your infinite non-form than your 
form.  Feels your atoms and cells emerging from the field of infinite possibility serving only the wisdom of 
your soul.  Your existence is eminence, your will is the will of god, all creation is effortless.     
CHAKRA 7 ISSUES Attachment to ideals, escapism, religious and spiritual dogma, Rigid 6th chakra 
takeover of life. Vows, negative belief systems, migraines, brain tumors, cognitive delusions. 


